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Vertical Airplane Tail Areas

Vertical Airplane Tail Areas. Raoul J. Hoffman ... surfaces is to make the airplane directionally stable in the .... hours on his private ticket, and he is over fifty years ... 
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16 e.g. of the plane. From the re-



quired drag it is a simple matter Vertical AirplaneTailAreas to find the tail area. The estimation should be made first for a small yaw angle (about 3° in a Raoul J. Hoffman plan view (Sec. 3); then, using (Courtesy Popular Aviation the found area, follow with an April '38 - now Flying Magazine) estimation in a side view, which The purpose of vertical tail usually will place the d.p. of the surfaces is to make the airplane resultant not at the e.g. (Sec. 4). directionally stable in the air By varying the outline of the tail and on the ground and also to inarea, both calculations may resure stability (spiral stability) in sult in a neutral stability. circling flight. The only trouble with the The factors to be considered above method is that there are in designing the fin area - fin few reliable data available givand rudder - are the wing area, ing drag and moments of parts gross weight, span, location of at varying angle of yaw. Much the tail (tail length), the loca- time is saved by testing the tion of the center of gravity, size whole model in a wind tunnel. and location of the fuselage, hull, This method, which has been nacelle, floats, wheels, tail skids, used since 1915, may be simplidistribution of weights (moment fied by assuming that all parts of inertia), gyroscopic force of are flat plates and that their the propeller, aspect ratio, ef- c.p. are at their centroids. ficiency of the tail and its thick- Naturally, the result will not be ness ratio. correct. An improvement would These numerous factors seem be to assume that all units are to complicate an analytical sol- streamline bodies - they usually ution; therefore, for estimating are in modern designs - and that purposes, and preliminary laytheir centers of pressure are at outs empirical formulas are used. the quarter-point, and their One gives the vertical tail area drags are proportional to their to be three to six percent of the thickness ratio. total wing area: another formula The "side-area" so often mentakes the span and the tail length tioned in directional stability into consideration and it gives formulae only complicates evalthe area to be equal to .025 x uation for all resistance coefficiwing area x span/tail length (all ent are usually referred to the units in feet and sq. feet). cross-section of the unit and not In all investigations for air- to the projected area; airfoils plane stability, the angular are excepted. movement will always be conIt is surprising that the effect sidered to be about its center of of the propeller is neglected in gravity (e.g.). If the horizon- determining the vertical tail artal component of the resultant ea; the rotating propeller creates tends to increase the angle of a gyroscopic force and the stopyaw, the airplane is directionally ped propeller puts a large reunstable; if the resultant is aft sistance ahead of the e.g. It may of the e.g. the airplane is stable, be negligible on full-sized airand if the resultant goes through planes, but not on models. the e.g. the airplane has neutral The area required to place stability. the resultant of all side forces Each exposed part has a cer- of e.g. would result only in a tain drag; its resultant is - in neutral stability. Additional yawed condition - intersecting area is required to have restoring the line of symmetry at a point forces present that will tend to called center of pressure (c.p-), revolve the plane to its straight which is located at close to 25 per line flight position. The total cent from the leading edge. area is usually twice the area found for neutral stability, and This drag will give a certain amount about the center of gravi- it should be of the size to insure ty. The sum of all drag mo- directional stability during flight ments, then, should be equal and or to have dynamic directional stability. Neutral stability may of opposite direction of the moment of the vertical tail. There- be called static stability. fore, the sum of all moments The dynamic stability is usumust be zero; the resultant will ally a function of the distribupass through the e.g. Finding tion of the weights, which is exthe moments by multiplying the pressed in the moment of inertia center of gravity, adding all mo- of the plane about its vertical ments and dividing the sum by axis passing through the e.g. the tail length will result in the If the vertical tail surfaces are necessary drag at the rudder post streamline sections, a condition to balance the forces about the arises that may give the airplane



a steady horizontal oscillation. position will - if correctly designThis oscillation is caused by the ed - roll (rotate about its longicharacteristics of streamline sec- tudinal axis). If this displacetions having minimum drag at ment is small and the resultant plus and minus one degree. Sec. force is above the e.g., the air5 shows how the trailing edge plane will be restored to its vortices may start their first straight line level flight. In case whorl from one or the other side; the airplane is left in its wingthe start of the first whorl will down position, the resultant of decide which way it will yaw; it the weight and lift will side slip may be called "side-wash". Its the plane and if the side force effect is noticeable on large air- is aft of the e.g. the airplane will planes. A remedy will be by add- stay in this yawed position and ing tabs or by designing the tail with wing-down will continue surfaces as an extended streamin a circling flight. This circling line section, or using two rudders airplane will create a centrifugal set at an angle. It is nearly pos- force that should give a resultant sible to investigate directional with the weight to be parallel stability without finding the lat- with the gravity line of level eral stability in close relation- flight; this condition will be ship. necessary for the comfort of the An airplane flying in a yawed passengers. The off-set lift and



17 the side force will put the whole force system in equilibrium. The just mentioned offset lift force is caused by the difference of the angle of attack on the inside section and on the outside section. The greater lift on the inside part of the wing is due to the larger angle of attack. This condition will be reversed if the ratio of the radius of turn and the span is small, or the angle of attack on the inside section is larger than the angle of maximum lift; this will tend to give the plane a closer and tighter spiral (spiral instability). Spiral instability may be eliminated by sloping the wings upward, by giving them a dihedral; the larger the dihedral the greater is the restoring force. However, there is a practical limit; dihedral up to 10° does not change the characteristics of the wir»g. Tests have shown that the same restoring forces may be effected by having only the quaterspan in dihedral. Circling flight can be made by flexing the vertical surfaces or hinging part of it. The most efficient design will be to use 40 percent for the rudder. In case a model is tested in a wing tunnel, the rudder design should balance all yawed conditions by having the same rudder and yaw angle. Further investigations show that the vertical tail surfaces and the dihedral angle are in close cooperation. Too much fin area puts the plane into a spiral dive, not enough vertical tail area makes the plane skid or may give the plane a "dutch-roll". Then, again, not enough dihedral makes the plane spiral and dive and too much dihedral makes it skid. The diagram in Sec. 12 shows the influence of the dihedral and the area on a specific airplane. The vertical tail area should elso be large enough to prevent the plane from ground looping. This also depends on the location of the wheels and the use of skids or tail wheel. Meager research data on directional stability is the reason for using an independent vertical control surface. It is known that with well-designed airplanes rudder is not necessary in the air, especially with streamline-section wing ailerons. But rudder is required in getting out of a tight situation.



The"LoneWolf" These pictures of the sad ending of the "Lone Wolf", a beautiful modified Piper PA-12 "Cub Super Cruiser", owned by Al Preuss of 2519 N. Artesian in Chicago, Illinois. Al has been flying for a long time, has over two thousand hours on his private ticket, and he is over fifty years of age. He had flown his "Lone Wolf" up into Canada for his seventh year of wolf hunting from the air. His gunner was Roy Eykamp of Lake Preston, South Dakota. Their hunting territory was all of northwestern Ontario from Kenora to Red Lake, from Sioux Lookout to Fort Frances and, surrounding areas. On this particular day, after making two passes for two clean kills out of a pack of three wolves, Al was on his downwind leg on approach for the third pass, when he didn't have enough altitude to clear some trees. He was, at the same time, caught in a downdraft on the side of a peninsula. So, clipping one tree, he stalled out and spun in from about eighty to one-hundred feet of altitude. An exceptional snow cover, which was drifted to about six feet deep where they hit, cushioned the impact, enabling Al to live to tell us his story. After a bit of rest, and making certain that there was no serious injury between them, they summed up the situation, and knowing exactly where they were, Al tramped eighteen miles in two hours and fifty-five minutes on snowshoes, to a bush camp, where he radio-telegraphed for help. Barney Lamb of Kenora, owner and operator of Ontario Central Airlines, came to the rescue, and flew them out to civilization again. There was no air search, and they walked away from the crash, so all is well. But the "Lone Wolf" is dead. The ship had a 125 hp. Lycoming 0-290-D and flaps. It was completely modified and rebuilt in March of 1953. Al has been hunting, fishing and uranium prospecting up north, and he says that the greatest sport of all is wolf hunting from the air. Leo J. Kohn
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 

current state-of-the-art crashworthiness technologies applicable to civil GA aircraft. ..... Canadian Royal Flying Corps during World War I, DeHaven's aircraft was involved in a .... are equipped with them and when they are used (Reference 1-13). ...
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vertical 

Support pour poste de travail Ã  affichage unique horizontal / vertical. Compatible avec la majeure parties des Ã©crans LCD / LED de 13 Ã  32". Plaque VESA ...
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vertical 

Support pour poste de travail Ã  deux affichages horizontal / vertical. Compatible avec la majeure parties des Ã©crans LCD / LED de 13 Ã  27". Plaque VESA amovible pour une installation facile. MÃ©canisme full-motion afin de pouvoir faire pivoter et 
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 

The first five chapters lay the foundation of aircraft crashworthiness. ..... section of the International Center for Safety Education (ICSE) Crash Survival ...... paper presented at the ASME Winter Meeting, Anaheim, California, December 7-12,.
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 

The restraints should transfer the inertial loads from the occupants out through the body's strong skeletal ..... The displacement reaches a maximum when the velocity becomes zero, time â€œt2â€�. 4. ...... duration that occurs in impacts from free fa
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Airplane Structures 

ture to withstand the maximum loads expected in normal operation. ..... enroute and destination weather in one integrated flight ... Instrument. Procedures,. WAC ...
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Airplane Design 101 - Size 

is, you don't need an engineering degree to design an airplaneâ€”just the .... list, so that's good. Next month we'll make .... into the spreadsheet you can download from the EAA website. Please .... FREE copy! .... place homebuilt to carij> his wife
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Tail Incidence 

If you set the incidence too high, you will ... it can be changed in flight test. ... much lift the tail needs to produce to balance ...... â€¢b"y*i.46.7/j(p78p'p7p/2^. _.
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PlissÃ© Vertical 

Guidage latÃ©ral par cÃ¢bles en acier. 14â‚¬ / store. Guidage latÃ©ral infÃ©rieur / porte de verre. 37â‚¬ / store. 0/3%. Â³QUERRE. Coloris blanc, gris, brun, noir, sable ou.
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HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 

INCORRECT. 2. USE A FINE POINT MARKER AND DRAW A SINGLE LINE THROUGH 107 AND WRITE 170 IN ONE OF THE. TWO WAYS PICTURED BELOW.
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Brain Areas + Math.pdf 

LES TA EN MATHÉMATIQUES . LE CERVEAU, MATHÉMATIQUES ET. TROUBLES D'APPRENTISSAGE. Aire motrice supplémentaire | Gyrus supramarginal -.
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FAO Fishing Areas 

3 oct. 2008 - Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas OcÃ©an Atlantique et mers limitrophes. OcÃ©ano AtlÃ¡ntico y mares adyacentes. 18. Arctic Sea. Mer Arctique.
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Local areas of interest 

La ville oÃ¹ j'habite maintenant est trÃ¨s diffÃ©rente du village oÃ¹ j'habitais avant. C'est une assez grande ville industrielle et ce n'est pas trÃ¨s joli parce qu'il y a ...
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Airplane Efficiency Contest 

Lamb. Tileston. Korngold. Reid. Linn. Pulliam. McKinney. Schuster. Aircraft. Aeronca. Tailwind. Tailwind. Luscombe. Taylor. Stits Playboy. J-3 Cub. Miniplane p.
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Streamline Your Airplane 

guide vanes, by reducing inter- ference between parts, by con- cealing or retracting the unit within the structure without lowering the safety factor of the airplane.
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Airplane Design 101 

provide some of the tools you'll need to design that dream airplane. ..... planes. Input the required information and keep adjusting the flat plate area (and pro-.
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Airplane Efficiency Contest 

Fly-In, EAA's Design Review Commit- tee will conduct the first of its Per- ... results of the performance trials; and .... PILOT/OWNERâ€”DON JANSON ... 3. AIRPLANE EFFICIENCY CONTEST High Speed. No. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. B. 9. 10. Pilot .... (Based on
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Vertical landscape 

Travelling avant vers une personne, la caméra s'approche jusqu'à ne plus laisser apparaître que de la peau, du noir, laisse place à la seconde vidéo.
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portaplanos vertical 

G. H. Lower T-Frame / Bâti en T inférieure / Marco en "T" inferior. 2. 5059-01. Upper T-Frame / Bâti en T supérieure / Marco en "T" superior. 2. 5059-02.
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Elements Of Airplane Design 

tapered wing is wanted of the same aspect ratio and area, the leading or trailing edge may be rotated about a point located at quarter span. A taper of 2 to 1.
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Agile Airplane Game 

Supplies: Ream of Paper, Scissors, Tape, Colored Markers. â€¢ Split into teams (up to 10 max per team). â€¢ Teams are part of one company, can coordinate in any ...
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Flight Testing The Homebuilt Airplane 

... researched all available treatises on this subject, nor does he claim to be an ex- ..... termed "hazardous." Hartranft said that because the private airplane op-.
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Buying An Airplane? - Part 1 

totally restored condition for less than half of a T-6. They offer the .... the human animal can neither fly nor ..... weld include lumpy, irregular beads or edges of the .... skin. Because of this problem, most of the current generation of kit plane
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Agile Airplane Game - Instructor Notes 

Economics: The company has a burn rate of $12 per team, and starts with $40 per team in the bank. Updates are made at the end of each Sprint. â€¢ Pass out ...
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